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Data Science and Big Data Analytics

2015-01-05

data science and big data analytics is about harnessing the power of data for new insights the book covers the breadth of activities and methods and tools that data scientists use the content focuses on

concepts principles and practical applications that are applicable to any industry and technology environment and the learning is supported and explained with examples that you can replicate using open

source software this book will help you become a contributor on a data science team deploy a structured lifecycle approach to data analytics problems apply appropriate analytic techniques and tools to

analyzing big data learn how to tell a compelling story with data to drive business action prepare for emc proven professional data science certification get started discovering analyzing visualizing and

presenting data in a meaningful way today

Discovering Knowledge in Data

2014-06-02

the field of data mining lies at the confluence of predictive analytics statistical analysis and business intelligence due to the ever increasing complexity and size of data sets and the wide range of

applications in computer science business and health care the process of discovering knowledge in data is more relevant than ever before this book provides the tools needed to thrive in today s big data

world the author demonstrates how to leverage a company s existing databases to increase profits and market share and carefully explains the most current data science methods and techniques the

reader will learn data mining by doing data mining by adding chapters on data modelling preparation imputation of missing data and multivariate statistical analysis discovering knowledge in data second

edition remains the eminent reference on data mining the second edition of a highly praised successful reference on data mining with thorough coverage of big data applications predictive analytics and

statistical analysis includes new chapters on multivariate statistics preparing to model the data and imputation of missing data and an appendix on data summarization and visualization offers extensive

coverage of the r statistical programming language contains 280 end of chapter exercises includes a companion website for university instructors who adopt the book

From Data to Discovery: The Essential Guide to Big Data Analytics

2024-02-27
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Data Science

2018-11

did you know that the value of data usage has increased job opportunities but that there are few specialists these days everyone is aware of the role that data can play whether it is an election business or

education but how can you start working in a wide interdisciplinary field that is occupied with so much hype this book data science what the best data scientists know about data analytics data mining

statistics machine learning and big data that you don t presents you with a step by step approach to data science as well as secrets only known by the best data scientists it combines analytical

engineering machine learning big data data mining and statistics in an easy to read and digest method data gathered from scientific measurements customers iot sensors and so on is very important only

when one can draw meaning from it data scientists are professionals that help disclose interesting and rewarding challenges of exploring observing analyzing and interpreting data to do that they apply

special techniques that help them discover the meaning of data becoming the best data scientist is more than just mastering analytic tools and techniques the real deal lies in the way you apply your

creative ability like expert data scientists this book will help you discover that and get you there the goal with data science what the best data scientists know about data analytics data mining statistics

machine learning and big data that you don t is to help you expand your skills from being a basic data scientist to becoming an expert data scientist ready to solve real world data centric issues at the end

of this book you will learn how to combine machine learning data mining analytics and programming and extract real knowledge from data as you read you will discover important statistical techniques and

algorithms that are helpful in learning data science when you have finished you will have a strong foundation to help you explore many other fields related to data science this book will discuss the following

topics what data science is what it takes to become an expert in data science best data mining techniques to apply in data data visualization logistic regression data engineering machine learning big data

analytics and much more don t waste any time grab your copy today and learn quick tips from the best data scientists

Discovering Knowledge in Data

2005-01-28

learn data mining by doing data mining data mining can be revolutionary but only when it s done right the powerful black box data mining software now available can produce disastrously misleading results
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unless applied by a skilled and knowledgeable analyst discovering knowledge in data an introduction to data mining provides both the practical experience and the theoretical insight needed to reveal

valuable information hidden in large data sets employing a white box methodology and with real world case studies this step by step guide walks readers through the various algorithms and statistical

structures that underlie the software and presents examples of their operation on actual large data sets principal topics include data preprocessing and classification exploratory analysis decision trees

neural and kohonen networks hierarchical and k means clustering association rules model evaluation techniques complete with scores of screenshots and diagrams to encourage graphical learning

discovering knowledge in data an introduction to data mining gives students in business computer science and statistics as well as professionals in the field the power to turn any data warehouse into

actionable knowledge an instructor s manual presenting detailed solutions to all the problems in the book is available online

Big Data Analytics and Knowledge Discovery

2015-08-09

this book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 17th international conference on data warehousing and knowledge discovery dawak 2015 held in valencia spain september 2015 the 31 revised full

papers presented were carefully reviewed and selected from 90 submissions the papers are organized in topical sections similarity measure and clustering data mining social computing heterogeneos

networks and data data warehouses stream processing applications of big data analysis and big data

Big Data Analytics and Knowledge Discovery

2020-09-10

the volume lncs 12393 constitutes the papers of the 22nd international conference big data analytics and knowledge discovery which will be held online in september 2020 the 15 full papers presented

together with 14 short papers plus 1 position paper in this volume were carefully reviewed and selected from a total of 77 submissions this volume offers a wide range to following subjects on theoretical

and practical aspects of big data analytics and knowledge discovery as a new generation of big data repository data pre processing data mining text mining sequences graph mining and parallel processing

Data Analysis, Machine Learning and Knowledge Discovery

2013-11-26
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data analysis machine learning and knowledge discovery are research areas at the intersection of computer science artificial intelligence mathematics and statistics they cover general methods and

techniques that can be applied to a vast set of applications such as web and text mining marketing medicine bioinformatics and business intelligence this volume contains the revised versions of selected

papers in the field of data analysis machine learning and knowledge discovery presented during the 36th annual conference of the german classification society gfkl the conference was held at the

university of hildesheim germany in august 2012

Big Data Analytics and Knowledge Discovery

2018

this book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 20th international conference on big data analytics and knowledge discovery dawak 2018 held in regensburg germany in september 2018 the 13

revised full papers and 17 short papers presented were carefully reviewed and selected from 76 submissions the papers are organized in the following topical sections graph analytics case studies

classification and clustering pre processing sequences cloud and database systems and data mining

Predictive Analytics For Dummies

2014-03-06

combine business sense statistics and computers in a new and intuitive way thanks to big data predictive analytics is a branch of data mining that helps predict probabilities and trends predictive analytics

for dummies explores the power of predictive analytics and how you can use it to make valuable predictions for your business or in fields such as advertising fraud detection politics and others this practical

book does not bog you down with loads of mathematical or scientific theory but instead helps you quickly see how to use the right algorithms and tools to collect and analyze data and apply it to make

predictions topics include using structured and unstructured data building models creating a predictive analysis roadmap setting realistic goals budgeting and much more shows readers how to use big data

and data mining to discover patterns and make predictions for tech savvy businesses helps readers see how to shepherd predictive analytics projects through their companies explains just enough of the

science and math but also focuses on practical issues such as protecting project budgets making good presentations and more covers nuts and bolts topics including predictive analytics basics using

structured and unstructured data data mining and algorithms and techniques for analyzing data also covers clustering association and statistical models creating a predictive analytics roadmap and applying

predictions to the web marketing finance health care and elsewhere propose produce and protect predictive analytics projects through your company with predictive analytics for dummies
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The Essentials of Data Science: Knowledge Discovery Using R

2017-07-28

the essentials of data science knowledge discovery using r presents the concepts of data science through a hands on approach using free and open source software it systematically drives an accessible

journey through data analysis and machine learning to discover and share knowledge from data building on over thirty years experience in teaching and practising data science the author encourages a

programming by example approach to ensure students and practitioners attune to the practise of data science while building their data skills proven frameworks are provided as reusable templates real

world case studies then provide insight for the data scientist to swiftly adapt the templates to new tasks and datasets the book begins by introducing data science it then reviews r s capabilities for

analysing data by writing computer programs these programs are developed and explained step by step from analysing and visualising data the framework moves on to tried and tested machine learning

techniques for predictive modelling and knowledge discovery literate programming and a consistent style are a focus throughout the book

Big Data, Big Analytics

2013-01-22

unique prospective on the big data analytics phenomenon for both business and it professionals the availability of big data low cost commodity hardware and new information management and analytics

software has produced a unique moment in the history of business the convergence of these trends means that we have the capabilities required to analyze astonishing data sets quickly and cost

effectively for the first time in history these capabilities are neither theoretical nor trivial they represent a genuine leap forward and a clear opportunity to realize enormous gains in terms of efficiency

productivity revenue and profitability the age of big data is here and these are truly revolutionary times this timely book looks at cutting edge companies supporting an exciting new generation of business

analytics learn more about the trends in big data and how they are impacting the business world risk marketing healthcare financial services etc explains this new technology and how companies can use

them effectively to gather the data that they need and glean critical insights explores relevant topics such as data privacy data visualization unstructured data crowd sourcing data scientists cloud computing

for big data and much more
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Statistical Data Analytics

2016-03-22

solutions manual to accompany statistical data analytics foundations for data mining informatics and knowledge discovery a comprehensive introduction to statistical methods for data mining and knowledge

discovery extensive solutions using actual data with sample r programming code are provided illustrating diverse informatic sources in genomics biomedicine ecological remote sensing astronomy

socioeconomics marketing advertising and finance among many others

Big Data Analytics and Knowledge Discovery

2019

this book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 21st international conference on big data analytics and knowledge discovery dawak 2019 held in linz austria in september 2019 the 12 full papers and

10 short papers presented were carefully reviewed and selected from 61 submissions the papers are organized in the following topical sections applications patterns rdf and streams big data systems

graphs and machine learning databases

Big Data Analytics and Knowledge Discovery

2017-08-11

this book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 19th international conference on big data analytics and knowledge discovery dawak 2017 held in lyon france in august 2017 the 24 revised full papers

and 11 short papers presented were carefully reviewed and selected from 97 submissions the papers are organized in the following topical sections new generation data warehouses design cloud and

nosql databases advanced programming paradigms non functional requirements satisfaction machine learning social media and twitter analysis sentiment analysis and user influence knowledge discovery

and data flow management and optimization
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Big Data Analytics and Knowledge Discovery

2018-08-20

this book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 20th international conference on big data analytics and knowledge discovery dawak 2018 held in regensburg germany in september 2018 the 13

revised full papers and 17 short papers presented were carefully reviewed and selected from 76 submissions the papers are organized in the following topical sections graph analytics case studies

classification and clustering pre processing sequences cloud and database systems and data mining

Social Network Data Analytics

2011-03-18

social network analysis applications have experienced tremendous advances within the last few years due in part to increasing trends towards users interacting with each other on the internet social

networks are organized as graphs and the data on social networks takes on the form of massive streams which are mined for a variety of purposes social network data analytics covers an important niche

in the social network analytics field this edited volume contributed by prominent researchers in this field presents a wide selection of topics on social network data mining such as structural properties of

social networks algorithms for structural discovery of social networks and content analysis in social networks this book is also unique in focussing on the data analytical aspects of social networks in the

internet scenario rather than the traditional sociology driven emphasis prevalent in the existing books which do not focus on the unique data intensive characteristics of online social networks emphasis is

placed on simplifying the content so that students and practitioners benefit from this book this book targets advanced level students and researchers concentrating on computer science as a secondary text

or reference book data mining database information security electronic commerce and machine learning professionals will find this book a valuable asset as well as primary associations such as acm ieee

and management science

Intelligent Data Analysis: Developing New Methodologies Through Pattern Discovery and Recovery

2008-07-31

pattern recognition has a long history of applications to data analysis in business military and social economic activities while the aim of pattern recognition is to discover the pattern of a data set the size of
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the data set is closely related to the methodology one adopts for analysis intelligent data analysis developing new methodologies through pattern discovery and recovery tackles those data sets and covers

a variety of issues in relation to intelligent data analysis so that patterns from frequent or rare events in spatial or temporal spaces can be revealed this book brings together current research results

problems and applications from both theoretical and practical approaches

Big Data Analytics and Knowledge Discovery

2021-09-04

this volume lncs 12925 constitutes the papers of the 23rd international conference on big data analytics and knowledge discovery held in september 2021 due to covid 19 pandemic it was held virtually the

12 full papers presented together with 15 short papers in this volume were carefully reviewed and selected from a total of 71 submissions the papers reflect a wide range of topics in the field of data

integration data warehousing data analytics and recently big data analytics in a broad sense the main objectives of this event are to explore disseminate and exchange knowledge in these fields

Big Data Analytics and Knowledge Discovery

2019-08-19

this book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 21st international conference on big data analytics and knowledge discovery dawak 2019 held in linz austria in september 2019 the 12 full papers and

10 short papers presented were carefully reviewed and selected from 61 submissions the papers are organized in the following topical sections applications patterns rdf and streams big data systems

graphs and machine learning databases

The Applied SQL Data Analytics Workshop, Second Edition

2020-02-27

this book constitutes the revised selected papers from the 5th ifip wg 2 6 international symposium on data driven process discovery and analysis simpda 2015 held in vienna austria in december 2015 the 8

papers presented in this volume were carefully reviewed and selected from 22 submissions they cover theoretical issues related to process representation discovery and analysis or provide practical and

operational experiences in process discovery and analysis they focus mainly on the adoption of process mining algorithms in conjunction and coordination with other techniques and methodologies
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Data-Driven Process Discovery and Analysis

2017-01-20

supplying a comprehensive overview of healthcare analytics research healthcare data analytics provides an understanding of the analytical techniques currently available to solve healthcare problems the

book details novel techniques for acquiring handling retrieving and making best use of healthcare data it analyzes recent devel

Healthcare Data Analytics

2020-06-30

this book explores answers to the fundamental questions driving the research innovation and practices of the latest revolution in scientific technological and economic development how does data science

transform existing science technology industry economy profession and education how does one remain competitive in the data science field what is responsible for shaping the mindset and skillset of data

scientists data science thinking paints a comprehensive picture of data science as a new scientific paradigm from the scientific evolution perspective as data science thinking from the scientific thinking

perspective as a trans disciplinary science from the disciplinary perspective and as a new profession and economy from the business perspective

Data Science Thinking

2018-08-17

in this thought provoking guide readers will embark on a journey through the fascinating realm of big data analytics discovering how vast volumes of data can be collected processed and analyzed with

remarkable precision through the lens of artificial intelligence the reprint delves into the realm of machine learning neural networks natural language processing and computer vision demonstrating how

these ai techniques can be leveraged to extract valuable insights and patterns from massive datasets key features of big data analytics using artificial intelligence include comprehensive coverage real

world applications practical guidance ethical considerations and future trends whether you are a data scientist business analyst or simply curious about the transformative power of big data and ai big data

analytics using artificial intelligence is your comprehensive guide to unlocking the potential of these technologies dive into this illuminating reprint and discover how the synergy of big data and ai can propel

your understanding decision making and innovation to new heights
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Big Data Analytics Using Artificial Intelligence

2023-09-22

this textbook summarizes various studies and significant materials on data analytics in spectroscopy its rigorous mathematical basis in depth description and numerous examples of applications in chemistry

and physics make this book valuable for theorists practitioners and students specializing in data processing in spectroscopy chemometrics and analytical chemistry the bibliography briefly describes

hundreds of data analytics applications for solving spectroscopic tasks in industrial and research laboratories this book differs from existing brief reviews and articles on this topic in that it forms for the first

time the big picture of all kinds of data analytics methods in spectroscopy the book also provides quickly reproducible computer calculations to illustrate its significant theoretical statements as such it can

also serve as a practical guide to lecturers in data analytics in the broad field of spectroscopy including chemometrics and analytical chemistry

Data Analytics in Spectroscopy

2024-02-06

the lncs journal transactions on large scale data and knowledge centered systems focuses on data management knowledge discovery and knowledge processing which are core and hot topics in computer

science since the 1990s the internet has become the main driving force behind application development in all domains an increase in the demand for resource sharing across different sites connected

through networks has led to an evolution of data and knowledge management systems from centralized systems to decentralized systems enabling large scale distributed applications providing high

scalability current decentralized systems still focus on data and knowledge as their main resource feasibility of these systems relies basically on p2p peer to peer techniques and the support of agent

systems with scaling and decentralized control synergy between grids p2p systems and agent technologies is the key to data and knowledge centered systems in large scale environments this volume the

32nd issue of transactions on large scale data and knowledge centered systems focuses on big data analytics and knowledge discovery and contains extended and revised versions of five papers selected

from the 17th international conference on big data analytics and knowledge discovery dawak 2015 held in valencia spain during september 1 4 2015 the five papers focus on the exact detection of

information leakage the binary shapelet transform for multiclass time series classification a discrimination aware association rule classifier for decision support daar new word detection and tagging on

chinese twitter and on demand snapshot maintenance in data warehouses using incremental etl pipelines respectively discovery contains extended revised versions five papers selected from 17th

international conference discovery dawak 2015 held in valencia spain during september 1 4 2015 focus exact detection information leakage binary shapelet transform for multiclass time series classification

a discrimination aware association rule classifier decision support daar new word tagging chinese twitter on demand snapshot maintenance warehouses using incremental etl pipelines respectively
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Transactions on Large-Scale Data- and Knowledge-Centered Systems XXXII

2017-07-27

for small businesses analyzing the information contained in their data using open source technology could be game changing all you need is some basic programming and mathematical skills to do just that

overview explore how to analyze your data in various innovative ways and turn them into insight learn to use the d3 js visualization tool for exploratory data analysis understand how to work with graphs

and social data analysis discover how to perform advanced query techniques and run mapreduce on mongodb in detail plenty of small businesses face big amounts of data but lack the internal skills to

support quantitative analysis understanding how to harness the power of data analysis using the latest open source technology can lead them to providing better customer service the visualization of

customer needs or even the ability to obtain fresh insights about the performance of previous products practical data analysis is a book ideal for home and small business users who want to slice and dice

the data they have on hand with minimum hassle practical data analysis is a hands on guide to understanding the nature of your data and turn it into insight it will introduce you to the use of machine

learning techniques social networks analytics and econometrics to help your clients get insights about the pool of data they have at hand performing data preparation and processing over several kinds of

data such as text images graphs documents and time series will also be covered practical data analysis presents a detailed exploration of the current work in data analysis through self contained projects

first you will explore the basics of data preparation and transformation through openrefine then you will get started with exploratory data analysis using the d3js visualization framework you will also be

introduced to some of the machine learning techniques such as classification regression and clusterization through practical projects such as spam classification predicting gold prices and finding clusters in

your facebook friends network you will learn how to solve problems in text classification simulation time series forecast social media and mapreduce through detailed projects finally you will work with large

amounts of twitter data using mapreduce to perform a sentiment analysis implemented in python and mongodb practical data analysis contains a combination of carefully selected algorithms and data

scrubbing that enables you to turn your data into insight what you will learn from this book work with data to get meaningful results from your data analysis projects visualize your data to find trends and

correlations build your own image similarity search engine learn how to forecast numerical values from time series data create an interactive visualization for your social media graph explore the mapreduce

framework in mongodb create interactive simulations with d3js approach practical data analysis is a practical step by step guide to empower small businesses to manage and analyze your data and extract

valuable information from the data who this book is written for this book is for developers small business users and analysts who want to implement data analysis and visualization for their company in a

practical way you need no prior experience with data analysis or data processing however basic knowledge of programming statistics and linear algebra is assumed
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Practical Data Analysis

2015-05-09

massive data sets pose a great challenge to many cross disciplinary fields including statistics the high dimensionality and different data types and structures have now outstripped the capabilities of

traditional statistical graphical and data visualization tools extracting useful information from such large data sets calls for novel approaches that meld concepts tools and techniques from diverse areas such

as computer science statistics artificial intelligence and financial engineering statistical data mining and knowledge discovery brings together a stellar panel of experts to discuss and disseminate recent

developments in data analysis techniques for data mining and knowledge extraction this carefully edited collection provides a practical multidisciplinary perspective on using statistical techniques in areas

such as market segmentation customer profiling image and speech analysis and fraud detection the chapter authors who include such luminaries as arnold zellner s james press stephen fienberg and

edward k wegman present novel approaches and innovative models and relate their experiences in using data mining techniques in a wide range of applications

Statistical Data Mining and Knowledge Discovery

2003-07-29

this new book focuses on the practical aspects of addressing big data challenges of scaling spanning data integration data preparation and data analytics including the emerging edge analytics the dramatic

increase in processing power storage and the rapid growth of cloud coupled with the availability of big data offer unprecedented opportunities for scaling analytics and discovery big data has definitely

created radical shifts with new opportunities leading organisations and companies to shift their activities towards more data driven decisions with the help of machine learning ml techniques and artificial

intelligence ai a shift from stand alone traditional desktop computing to embrace a more comprehensive strategy such as mesh app and service architecture masa strategy banking on big data to allow

more dynamic connection of people processes things and services that are supporting today s increasingly intelligent ai digital ecosystems according to garner 2017 the book refers to the different

techniques and tools used to address the ambiguity and uncertainty as well as scaling challenges that helped to transform analyse and reveal hidden patterns the identified patterns were used in turn

successfully in the discovery process the tools are presented within the perspective that these tools lend themselves to also scale as the technologies and methodologies evolve
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Working with Big Data

2017-12-21

big data analytics for internet of things discover the latest developments in iot big data with a new resource from established and emerging leaders in the field big data analytics for internet of things

delivers a comprehensive overview of all aspects of big data analytics in internet of things iot systems the book includes discussions of the enabling technologies of iot data analytics types of iot data

analytics challenges in iot data analytics demand for iot data analytics computing platforms analytical tools privacy and security the distinguished editors have included resources that address key

techniques in the analysis of iot data the book demonstrates how to select the appropriate techniques to unearth valuable insights from iot data and offers novel designs for iot systems with an abiding

focus on practical strategies with concrete applications for data analysts and iot professionals big data analytics for internet of things also offers readers a thorough introduction to the internet of things

including iot architectures enabling technologies and applications an exploration of the intersection between the internet of things and big data including iot as a source of big data the unique characteristics

of iot data etc a discussion of the iot data analytics including the data analytical requirements of iot data and the types of iot analytics including predictive descriptive and prescriptive analytics a treatment

of machine learning techniques for iot data analytics perfect for professionals industry practitioners and researchers engaged in big data analytics related to iot systems big data analytics for internet of

things will also earn a place in the libraries of iot designers and manufacturers interested in facilitating the efficient implementation of data analytics strategies

Big Data Analytics for Internet of Things

2021-04-20

this volume lncs 12925 constitutes the papers of the 23rd international conference on big data analytics and knowledge discovery held in september 2021 due to covid 19 pandemic it was held virtually the

12 full papers presented together with 15 short papers in this volume were carefully reviewed and selected from a total of 71 submissions the papers reflect a wide range of topics in the field of data

integration data warehousing data analytics and recently big data analytics in a broad sense the main objectives of this event are to explore disseminate and exchange knowledge in these fields

Big Data Analytics and Knowledge Discovery

2021
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data analysis in the cloud introduces and discusses models methods techniques and systems to analyze the large number of digital data sources available on the internet using the computing and storage

facilities of the cloud coverage includes scalable data mining and knowledge discovery techniques together with cloud computing concepts models and systems specific sections focus on map reduce and

nosql models the book also includes techniques for conducting high performance distributed analysis of large data on clouds finally the book examines research trends such as big data pervasive

computing data intensive exascale computing and massive social network analysis introduces data analysis techniques and cloud computing concepts describes cloud based models and systems for big

data analytics provides examples of the state of the art in cloud data analysis explains how to develop large scale data mining applications on clouds outlines the main research trends in the area of

scalable big data analysis

Data Analysis in the Cloud

2015-09-15

in the era of social connectedness people are becoming increasingly enthusiastic about interacting sharing and collaborating through online collaborative media however conducting sentiment analysis on

these platforms can be challenging especially for business professionals who are using them to collect vital data sentiment analysis and knowledge discovery in contemporary business is an essential

reference source that discusses applications of sentiment analysis as well as data mining machine learning algorithms and big data streams in business environments featuring research on topics such as

knowledge retrieval and knowledge updating this book is ideally designed for business managers academicians business professionals researchers graduate level students and technology developers

seeking current research on data collection and management to drive profit

Sentiment Analysis and Knowledge Discovery in Contemporary Business

2018-08-31

data science and big data analytics is about harnessing the power of data for new insights the book covers the breadth of activities and methods and tools that data scientists use the content focuses on

concepts principles and practical applications that are applicable to any industry and technology environment and the learning is supported and explained with examples that you can replicate using open

source software this book will help you become a contributor on a data science team deploy a structured lifecycle approach to data analytics problems apply appropriate analytic techniques and tools to

analyzing big data learn how to tell a compelling story with data to drive business action prepare for emc proven professional data science certification get started discovering analyzing visualizing and

presenting data in a meaningful way today
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Data Science and Big Data Analytics

2015-01-27

mohamed medhat gaber it is not my aim to surprise or shock you but the simplest way i can summarise is to say that there are now in the world machines that think that learn and that create moreover

their ability to do these things is going to increase rapidly until in a visible future the range of problems they can handle will be coextensive with the range to which the human mind has been applied by

herbert a simon 1916 2001 1overview this book suits both graduate students and researchers with a focus on discovering knowledge from scienti c data the use of computational power for data analysis

and knowledge discovery in scienti c disciplines has found its roots with the re lution of high performance computing systems computational science in physics chemistry and biology represents the rst step

towards automation of data analysis tasks the rational behind the developmentof computationalscience in different eas was automating mathematical operations performed in those areas there was no

attention paid to the scienti c discovery process automated scienti c disc ery asd 1 3 represents the second natural step asd attempted to automate the process of theory discovery supported by studies in

philosophy of science and cognitive sciences although early research articles have shown great successes the area has not evolved due to many reasons the most important reason was the lack of

interaction between scientists and the automating systems

Scientific Data Mining and Knowledge Discovery

2009-09-19

with this book managers and decision makers are given the tools to make more informed decisions about big data purchasing initiatives big data analytics a practical guide for managers not only supplies

descriptions of common tools but also surveys the various products and vendors that supply the big data market comparing and contrasting the dif

Big Data Analytics

2015-02-05

this book presents a systematic study of visual pattern discovery from unsupervised to semi supervised manner approaches and from dealing with a single feature to multiple types of features furthermore it

discusses the potential applications of discovering visual patterns for visual data analytics including visual search object and scene recognition it is intended as a reference book for advanced
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undergraduates or postgraduate students who are interested in visual data analytics enabling them to quickly access the research world and acquire a systematic methodology rather than a few isolated

techniques to analyze visual data with large variations it is also inspiring for researchers working in computer vision and pattern recognition fields basic knowledge of linear algebra computer vision and

pattern recognition would be helpful to readers

Visual Pattern Discovery and Recognition

2017-06-14

wring more out of the data with a scientific approach to analysis graph analysis and visualization brings graph theory out of the lab and into the real world using sophisticated methods and tools that span

analysis functions this guide shows you how to exploit graph and network analytic techniques to enable the discovery of new business insights and opportunities published in full color the book describes

the process of creating powerful visualizations using a rich and engaging set of examples from sports finance marketing security social media and more you will find practical guidance toward pattern

identification and using various data sources including big data plus clear instruction on the use of software and programming the companion website offers data sets full code examples in python and links

to all the tools covered in the book science has already reaped the benefit of network and graph theory which has powered breakthroughs in physics economics genetics and more this book brings those

proven techniques into the world of business finance strategy and design helping extract more information from data and better communicate the results to decision makers study graphical examples of

networks using clear and insightful visualizations analyze specifically curated easy to use data sets from various industries learn the software tools and programming languages that extract insights from

data code examples using the popular python programming language there is a tremendous body of scientific work on network and graph theory but very little of it directly applies to analyst functions

outside of the core sciences until now written for those seeking empirically based systematic analysis methods and powerful tools that apply outside the lab graph analysis and visualization is a thorough

authoritative resource

Graph Analysis and Visualization

2015-01-27

the world of pharmaceutical research is moving at lightning speed and the age old approach to drug discovery faces many challenges it s a fascinating time to be on the cutting edge of medical innovation

but it s certainly not without its obstacles the process of developing new drugs is often time consuming expensive and fraught with uncertainty researchers are constantly seeking ways to streamline this

process reduce costs and increase the success rate of bringing new drugs to market one promising solution lies in the convergence of pharmacy science and engineering particularly in computational drug
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discovery converging pharmacy science and engineering in computational drug discovery presents a comprehensive solution to these challenges by exploring the transformative synergy between pharmacy

science and engineering this book demonstrates how researchers can expedite the identification and development of novel therapeutic compounds by harnessing the power of computational approaches

such as sophisticated algorithms and modeling techniques through interdisciplinary collaboration pharmacy scientists and engineers can revolutionize drug discovery paving the way for more efficient and

effective treatments this book is an invaluable resource for pharmaceutical scientists researchers and engineers seeking to enhance their understanding of computational drug discovery this book inspires

future innovations by showcasing cutting edge methodologies and innovative research at the intersection of pharmacy science and engineering it contributes to the ongoing evolution of pharmaceutical

research it offers practical insights and solutions that will shape the future of drug discovery making it essential reading for anyone involved in the pharmaceutical industry

Converging Pharmacy Science and Engineering in Computational Drug Discovery
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